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Palladium-catalyzed reactions have become one of the most important tools in modern organic
chemistry due to its ability to catalyze the formation of new carbon-carbon bonds.
The aim of the work presented in this thesis was to develop new palladium(II)-catalyzed
addition reactions. In this work, cyanamides were investigated as a new substrate to give aryl
amidines as products. The first protocol developed employed aryltrifluoroborates as the aryl
partner, and the insertion of the aryl group into un-, mono-, and di-substituted cyanamides
was successful for a wide variety of aryltrifluoroborates. An alternative method of generating
the necessary intermediate for insertion into the cyanamide is the decarboxylative formation
of aryl-palladium from aryl carboxylic acids. A protocol was developed for this reaction, but
was unfortunately limited to a small number of ortho-substituted electron-rich aryl carboxylic
acids. The mechanism was investigated by the means of DFT calculations and ESI-MS studies,
and the rate-determining step was suggested to be the 1,2-carbopalladation based upon those
results. A translation of the batch protocol to continuous-flow conditions was also demonstrated.
The ideal method of generating the aryl-palladium species is by C-H bond activation, and this
approach was demonstrated with indoles, giving a variety of 3-amidinoindoles as products. The
mechanism was investigated by DFT calculations and a plausible catalytic cycle was proposed.
A continuous-flow application of a desulfitative palladium(II)-catalyzed addition to nitriles
to give ketones was developed. In addition, different reactor materials were evaluated in the
microwave heated reactor cavity. Thus the reaction was shown to proceed with microwave
heating in a borosilicate glass and an aluminum oxide reactor, and also in conditions mimicking
conventional heating in a silicon carbide reactor.
Finally, a protocol was developed for the convenient synthesis of sodium aryl sulfinates from
Grignard and lithium reagents using a solid sulfur dioxide source as a safe alternative to the gas.
The products of this protocol can be used as aryl-palladium precursors by a desulfitative process.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Catalysis
The term catalysis was first coined by Jöns Jacob Berzelius in 1835.1,2 In 1894,
Wilhelm Ostwald arrived at the notion that catalysis is an acceleration of a
reaction by the presence of a foreign substance.3 Today the IUPAC Gold Book
defines a catalyst as a “substance that increases the rate of a reaction without
modifying the overall standard Gibbs energy change in the reaction”, and catalysis as “the action of a catalyst”.4,5 In Figure 1, this is illustrated in a
simplified energy diagram. The energy barrier (or free energy of activation)
of the reaction is lowered in the presence of the catalyst even though the energies of the reactants or products are not changed. The catalyst should not be
consumed during the reaction.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of a catalyzed reaction. The energy of the reactants and products are the same for the catalyzed and non-catalyzed reaction,
however, the energy barrier of the reaction is lowered with the catalyst present.
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Catalysis can be subdivided into heterogeneous and homogeneous catalysis
(Figure 2). In heterogeneous catalysis, the catalyst and the reactants are in different phases, most often with the catalyst as a solid and the reaction occurring
on its surface. Some prominent examples of heterogeneous catalysis include
the Haber-Bosch process for synthesis of ammonia from nitrogen and hydrogen gas,6 palladium on charcoal7 or Raney nickel7–9 catalyzed hydrogenations,
and the Ostwald process for producing nitric acid.10,11 In homogeneous catalysis the catalyst and the reactants are in the same phase, most often a liquid.
Prominent examples of homogeneous catalysis include the Wacker oxidation,12–14 the Monsanto process15 and the Shell higher olefins process.16
Heterogeneous catalysis have found more use in industrial applications due to
(generally) easier separation of the catalyst from the product while homogeneous catalysis generally excels in terms of selectivity.17

Figure 2. Types of catalysis (main classification based on aggregation state)

Homogeneous catalysis is usually divided into four categories depending on
the nature of the catalyst. Acid/base catalysis is one, exemplified by acid catalyzed esterification reactions. Biocatalysis is another, and this field mostly
deals with enzymatic catalysis. In transition metal catalysis, the catalyst is a
transition metal such as palladium, platina or nickel. Organocatalysis is a rather young field, with little activity until the late 1990s, and the catalysts are,
in these cases, small organic molecules such as proline derivatives.18
This thesis will deal with transition metal catalysis, in particular palladium(II)catalyzed reactions.
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1.1.1 Palladium Catalysis
The transition metals are characterized by their incompletely filled d orbitals,
which also give them properties suitable for catalyzing reactions. The accessible d orbitals allow the metal to form π- and σ-bonds to other molecules. The
type of reactions a single transition metal catalyzes is mainly dependent on the
number of d electrons in the outer shell and other properties such as its size.19
Palladium has some interesting properties (see Table 1) making it especially suitable for catalytic reactions, and especially the formation of new
C-C bonds. It has easily accessible HOMO and LUMO orbitals, enabling a
broad reactivity. Compared to other transition metals it has a relatively high
electronegativity, similar to carbon (2.20 for palladium compared to 2.55 for
carbon on the Pauling scale). This makes the carbon-palladium bond relatively
non-polar. Palladium favors the oxidation states of 0 (d10) and +2 (d8), and
thus undergoes processes like oxidative addition and reductive elimination.
Palladium prefers to bind four ligands to form stable 16- and 18-electron
for palladium(II) and palladium(0) complexes, respectively, as each ligand
contributes with two electrons. A ligand could be the solvent, a reactant, an
additive, or any Lewis base capable of binding to the palladium center. Generally though, the term ligand is used for dedicated molecules that should not
react, rather they should modulate and fine-tune the electronic and steric environment of the palladium center. These ligands can be mono- or polydentate
and the most common types are phosphine and nitrogen based ligands.
Table 1. Properties of palladium
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Palladium catalysis is usually divided into palladium(0)-catalyzed and palladium(II)-catalyzed reactions, depending on the oxidation state of the metal
when it enters the catalytic cycle. Palladium(0)-catalyzed reactions start with
the oxidative addition of an electrophile, such as an aryl halide or pseudohalide, to generate an organopalladium species that can undergo further reactions.
In palladium(II)-catalysis the organopalladium species is formed by a process
such as transmetalation, rather than a redox process.
Palladium(0)-catalysis have found widespread use with transformations
such as the Mizoroki-Heck,20,21 Suzuki-Miyaura,22,23 Negishi,24 and Sonogashira reaction (Figure 3),25 and is widely applied in medicinal chemistry26
and in the production of fine chemicals.26 Palladium(II)-catalysis on the other
hand has long been an overlooked area of chemistry, even though the Wacker
process12–14 constitutes an early example of an extremely relevant industrial
application.

Figure 3. Commonly encountered Pd(0)-catalyzed transformations.
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1.2 Palladium(II)-Catalysis
In the late 1950s-1970s the Wacker process,12–14 vinyl acetate synthesis from
ethylene and acetic acid,27 the Fujiwara-Moritani reaction,28–32 and the oxidative Heck reaction33,34 were discovered, all of which are examples of wellknown and useful palladium(II)-catalyzed reactions.

Figure 4. Palladium(II)-catalyzed reactions discovered in the 1960’s to 1970’s. The
Wacker process and the vinyl acetate synthesis also represent reactions of great importance in industrial applications

After these reports on palladium(II)-catalyzed reactions there was little activity in this research field until the 1990s, when more reports surfaced on a
manifold of palladium(II)-catalyzed reactions.
It has been previously mentioned that the difference between palladium(0)and palladium(II)-catalysis lies in the generation of the initial
organopalladium species. The organopalladium derivative is generated in palladium(II)-catalysis by an organyl transmetalation reaction,33–38 C-H bond
activation,39,40 a decarboxylation,41,42 or a desulfination.43–46 Following this, a
number of processes can occur, such as coordination of and addition to a πbond, transmetalation or reductive elimination. The regeneration of the catalyst often requires stoichiometric amounts of a reoxidant, as many
palladium(II)-catalyzed reactions generate palladium hydride or metallic palladium.
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1.2.1 Aryl-Palladium Precursors
The generation of the organopalladium species, often an aryl-palladium species, is a crucial step in palladium(II)-catalysis as mentioned before. Here will
follow an overview of some of the more common aryl-palladium precursors,
and in particular those used in this work.
Organoboronic Acids

Figure 5. Boronic acids as aryl-palladium precursors

Boronic acids are arguably the most frequently used organopalladium precursor and should thus be mentioned even though only one example of their use
is included in this work.
Boronic acids are today attractive coupling partners due to the very good
commercial availability, something that was fueled by the success of the
Suzuki-Miyaura reaction and other coupling reactions. These substrates are
most often air-stable and not very moisture sensitive, which contributes to
their popularity and widespread use.47 In addition, boronic acids are relatively
benign from both an environmental as well as a toxicological perspective.47
The organopalladium intermediate is generated from boronic acids by
transmetalation. Even though this process is thoroughly investigated for
palladium(0)-catalyzed reactions,48,49 it is not studied in such great detail for
palladium(II)-catalyzed reactions under acidic conditions.
Although boronic acids are very useful organopalladium precursors, their use
is associated with some drawbacks. Boronic acids can be difficult to purify
due to their non-monomeric nature.47,50 Many boronic acids, especially
electron-deficient heteroaryl boronic acids, easily undergo protodeboronation,
resulting in short shelf-life and requiring storage at lower temperatures. This
reaction is also seen in protic solvents, influencing the outcome of reactions
carried out in these solvents.50,51
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Organotrifluoroborates

Figure 6. Trifluoroborates as aryl-palladium precursors

Trifluoroborates pose an interesting alternative to the use of boronic acids in
palladium-catalyzed reactions. These compounds are solids with superior
shelf-life compared to the corresponding boronic acids. The trifluoroborates
hydrolyze to more active transmetalating boron species, which can be used as
a strategy for keeping the concentration of the transmetalating species low by
controlling the rate of this reaction.52 This can combat side reactions such as
protodeboronation and homocoupling observed with the use of certain boronic
acids. The trifluoroborates can easily be generated from the corresponding
boronic acid by treatment with KHF2.53
Trifluoroborates are now also widely available commercially, much owed
to the pioneering work by the groups of Genet,54 Batey,55 and Molander.56
Aryl Carboxylic Acids
O
Ar C
OH

Decarboxylation
Electron-rich substrates
Ortho-substition required
"Green" waste

Figure 7. Aryl carboxylic acids as aryl-palladium precursors

Carboxylic acids can decarboxylate spontaneously at moderate temperatures
in case of highly activated substrates such as β-keto acids. The use of a metal
can facilitate this decarboxylative process, and enable the decarboxylation of
less activated carboxylic acids. Pesci showed that mercury could effect the
formation of an organomercury species by decarboxylation57 while Shepard58
reported the use of catalytic copper or nickel for protodecarboxylation of
electron-deficient furoic acids in 1930. A protocol by Nilsson et al. in 1966
describing a crossed Ullman type coupling reaction between aryl-copper reagents and aryl iodides was the first example of a cross coupling using arylmetal species derived from carboxylic acids.59 Palladium can also effect
decarboxylations of aryl carboxylic acids. An intramolecular example using
one equivalent of palladium acetate was reported by Peschko et al. in 200041
and an intermolecular reaction was reported by Myers in an oxidative Heck
reaction in 200242 using catalytic amounts of palladium.
Palladium-catalyzed decarboxylative reactions are unfortunately limited by
the requirement of ortho substituted electron-rich aryl carboxylic acids as substrates and can thus not be applied generally as organopalladium
17

precursors.60,61 This ortho substitution requirement can be explained by the
mechanism as it has been suggested that the carboxylic acid functionality must
rotate out of the plane so that it is orthogonal to the aromatic system for decarboxylation to occur.62,63 This process is facilitated by ortho substituents as
they help to force the carboxylic acid functionality out of the plane.
Meanwhile the applicability of mercury-mediated reactions is limited by
the toxicity of mercury and organomercury compounds. Copper and silver are
better at facilitating the decarboxylation process and do not show the same
requirement of electron-rich ortho-substituted substrates as the corresponding
palladium-catalyzed reactions. Thus bimetallic catalytic systems have been
developed to combine the more facile decarboxylation process of copper and
silver with palladium-catalysis.64,65
Aryl Sulfinic Acid Derivatives

Figure 8. Aryl sulfinic acids as aryl-palladium precursors

A report by Garves43 in 1970 detailing an example of a palladium-catalyzed
desulfitative reaction was the first clue to the potential to use aryl sulfinic acids
or sulfinates as aryl-palladium precursors. The desulfitative reaction does not
require ortho-substituents to proceed and thus represents an alternative to the
decarboxylative process. In 2011 a number of papers appeared almost simultaneously using this approach,44–46 marking new-found interest in this research
topic.
Skillinghaug et al.66 reported on a DFT study of the energy requirement for
rotation of the acidic functionality of benzenesulfinic acid, benzoic acid, and
2,6-dimethoxybenzoic acid. Their results indicate that the sulfinic acid does
in fact have a lower energy requirement of rotating the acid functionality so
that it is orthogonal to the plane of the aromatic ring by 13 kJ mol-1. The
di-ortho-substituted 2,6-dimethoxybenzoic acid on the other hand has its minimum energy with the acid functionality orthogonal to the plane of the
aromatic ring, representing a 30 kJ mol-1 lower energy than benzoic acid.
The commercial availability of sulfinic acids and sulfinates was limited in
2011, but with an increasing interest in desulfitative reactions the availability
of sulfinic acid derivatives is greatly improved at the time of writing this thesis.
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C-H bond Activation Substrates

Figure 9. C-H bond activation to generate the aryl-palladium species

To be able to pick any C-H bond in a molecule and functionalize it can be
considered somewhat of a holy grail in chemistry. The previous approaches
described to generate an aryl-palladium complex all require a functional group
as a handle that determines the structure of the aryl-palladium species. Since
the installation of a functional group is often cumbersome, this approach may
not be ideal, especially not from an atom-economical perspective.
C-H bond activation facilitated by metal catalysts often make use of a directing group to bring the catalyst in the vicinity to the C-H bond of interest
and/or to modify the reactivity of the catalyst to allow it to react with that
carbon.39 Another approach, relevant to this work, is to generate an electrophilic catalyst which reacts preferentially with electron-rich positions of
arenes.40
Selective functionalization of electronically and sterically unbiased substrates lacking directing groups is inherently difficult and thus limits the
applicability of this strategy, although significant progress has been made over
the past decade.

1.2.2 Palladium(II)-Catalyzed Addition Reactions
The term addition reaction is a broad one that generally describes the addition
of two atoms over a π-bond. Commonly encountered addition reactions are
electrophilic additions to alkenes and nucleophilic additions to carbonyl compounds. In the case of palladium(II)-catalyzed addition reactions the
palladium metal helps or enables the reaction by modulating reactivity of the
unsaturated substrate and/or the reagents adding to the π-bond. In the case of
an organopalladium species adding to a π-bond, the carbopalladation of the πbond can occur in different manners, either in a 1,1 fashion where palladium
and the organyl group adds to the same atom or in a 1,2 fashion, adding to
both atoms in the unsaturated substrate (Figure 10). The terminology insertion
or migratory insertion is also used, and reflects a change in wording relating
to which of the reactants is considered to perform an action. An insertion reaction would involve an intermolecular attack by a nucleophile or an
electrophile on the π-bond, while a migratory insertion happens intramolecularly with both partners coordinated to palladium. To exemplify in the case
of an organopalladium species reacting with a carbon monoxide molecule, this
is a 1,1-addition to carbon monoxide by the organopalladium species, by a
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carbopalladation of the carbon monoxide, or it can be described as the migratory insertion of carbon monoxide into the organopalladium bond.

Figure 10. Addition of organopalladium to a π-bond, general scheme. The curved
arrows show 1,2-carbopalladation

Examples of palladium(II)-catalyzed addition reactions include additions to
alkenes28,29,32,33,67–69 and alkynes70,71 by oxypalladation, aminopalladation, and
carbopalladation reactions. Addition to polar unsaturated functional groups
such as aldehydes,72 α,β-unsaturated ketones,73 isocyanides,74 and nitriles have
also been reported.

1.2.3 Palladium(II)-Catalyzed Addition to Nitriles
This thesis will in particular deal with reactions related to the palladium(II)catalyzed addition to nitriles. In general, this reaction proceeds by the addition
of aryl-palladium to a nitrile bond, generating a ketimine upon release from
the palladium catalyst. This ketimine is then most often hydrolyzed to the corresponding ketone in situ. This addition was first reported by Garves in 1970
using aryl sulfinic acids as the aryl-palladium precursor, although using stoichiometric amounts of palladium.43 A number of palladium(0)-catalyzed
reactions were also reported75–79, these reactions start by the oxidative addition
of an aryl-halide and is followed by 1,2-carbopalladation of a nitrile. Then a
palladium(II)-catalyzed addition to nitriles, a cyclization, was published by
Zhao and Lu in 2002.70 Thereafter came two reports by Zhou and Larock detailing the intermolecular reaction between arylboronic acids or arenes with
nitriles.80,81 The scope of the intermolecular reaction was later expanded by
Zhao and Lu.82,83
After that followed numerous reports on this transformation, employing various other aryl-palladium precursors.
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Figure 11. Reported aryl-palladium precursors for the palladium(II)-catalyzed addition to nitriles, giving ketones after hydrolysis of the intermediate ketimine.

Ketones and Ketimines from Arylboronic Acids
In the first report by Zhou and Larock detailing the intermolecular reaction
between arylboronic acids and nitriles, the scope demonstrated was limited to
three arylboronic acids combined with benzonitrile.80 The authors demonstrated the isolation of the corresponding ketones for phenylboronic acid and
4-methylphenylboronic acid, while 2,4,6-trimethylphenylboronic acid afforded the corresponding ketimine.
Later, the scope of the reaction was further investigated by Zhou and
Larock, showing good yields for electron-rich arylboronic acids and lower
yield for the more electron-deficient 4-nitrophenylboronic acid.81
Zhao and Lu, employed another catalytic system with bpy as the ligand.82
In this protocol, aliphatic nitriles were shown to work, albeit with low yield,
and in general it could be observed that electron-deficient nitriles worked better than electron-rich nitriles. In another protocol by the same authors, a new
catalyst system employing a cationic palladium complex with bpy as the ligand was reported.83 This generally shows higher yields than the previous
protocol by the same authors and the yields of alkyl nitriles are good employing this catalytic system.
Yu et al. reported on a protocol employing a water-soluble palladacycle as
a catalyst, thus being able to use water as the sole solvent.84 The trends in
terms of reactivity parallel those of the protocols already disclosed at that time.
Two later protocols by Wang et al.85 and Das et al.86 report similar reactivity, with the later protocol delivering impressive yields for a range of nitrile
derivatives.
Ketones from Aryltrifluoroborates
Aryltrifluoroborates represent a more air- and moisture-stable alternative to
boronic acids. The synthesis of aryl ketones from aryltrifluoroborates by
palladium(II)-catalysis was first reported by Zhao and Lu in their investigation
of possible arylboronic acid derivatives in 2006.82 Several years later, in 2013,
21

a protocol developed especially for the use of aryltrifluoroborates as the arylpalladium precursor was reported.87 This protocol showed a wide scope with
regards to alkyl nitriles, even though it suffers from the same limitation in
terms of low yields for electron-deficient aryl-palladium precursors.
Ketones from Aryl Carboxylic Acids
A protocol for the decarboxylative synthesis of aryl ketones from aryl carboxylic acids was developed by Lindh et al. in 2010.88 The protocol showed a
substrate scope consistent with the known limitations of palladium-catalyzed
decarboxylations, namely the need for electron-rich ortho-substituted aryl carboxylic acids. The authors demonstrated the use of several heterocyclic
carboxylic acids as well, including derivatives of thiophene, benzothiophene,
benzofuran, and pyridine. Interestingly these heteroaryl derivatives are not reported starting from arylboronic acids. The scope with regards to different
nitriles was limited to liquid nitriles, which were used in large excess as solvents.
This decarboxylative reaction was further developed by Axelsson et al. to
enable the use of solid nitriles and the nitrile scope was thus expanded to include aromatic, heteroaromatic and benzylic nitriles.89 Additionally the
authors demonstrated the use of a pyrrole derivative as the carboxylic acid
partner. A computational study suggest that 1,2-carbopalladation is the ratedetermining step of the reaction.63 This study also highlighted the importance
of a polar solvent to stabilize the positively charged transition states.
Ketones from Aryl Sulfinates
The report by Garves43 detailing an example of a desulfitative reaction to give
an aryl ketone upon addition to a nitrile, was long overlooked until three papers describing this reaction with catalytic amounts of palladium were
published in 2011.44–46
The scope of the reactions described in these three papers with regards to
the aryl sulfinic acid or sulfinate does show that the reaction proceeds readily
for electron-rich and neutral substrates while the yield drops for electron-deficient aryl sulfinates.
In an extended study by Skillinghaug et al.,66 the scope was further studied,
demonstrating orthogonality between the decarboxylative approach and the
desulfitative, as the use of sodium 2,4,6-trimethylbenzenesulfinate only afforded 5% of the corresponding product with acetonitrile, compared to 85%
reported88 for 2,4,6-trimethylbenzoic acid. The extended study also demonstrated the use of various heterocyclic nitriles and nitriles with other functional
groups such as aldehydes and esters present.
Ketones by C-H Bond Activation of Arenes
The reports by Zhou and Larock describing boronic acids as aryl-palladium
precursors mainly detailed the use of arenes as aryl-palladium precursors by
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C-H bond activation.80,81 The reaction employs rather harsh conditions, using
TFA as the solvent and yields the corresponding product from electron-rich
and neutral arenes with the carbon-carbon bond forming at the most electronrich position of the arene, even though mixtures of different regioisomers were
obtained for some substrates.
Ketones by C-H Bond Activation of Indoles
Zhou and Larock also tested 1-methylindole as a C-H bond activation substrate, with no product formed, and speculated that the substrate was not stable
in the reaction conditions employed.81
Using milder conditions, there were two reports in 2013 followed by one
in 2014 describing the palladium(II)-catalyzed C-H bond activation of indoles
to give 3-acylindoles.86,90,91 Ma et al. demonstrated the use of a number of Nprotected and free (N-H) indoles which give the corresponding 3-acylindoles
in good yield with various nitriles.90 The papers by Jiang and Wang,91 and Das
et al.86 focused on free (N-H) indoles, reporting a scope similar to that of Ma
et al. The scope reported in these studies is limited to indoles that are moderately electron-deficient to electron-rich.
Ketones by C-H Bond Activation of Thiophenes
Jiang and Wang also published a paper on the synthesis of 2-acylthiophenes
using palladium(II)-catalyzed C-H bond activation of thiophenes.92 The reaction proceeds well with electron-rich and neutral thiophenes as well as various
aromatic and aliphatic nitriles.
Hydration of Nitriles to give Amides
The use of palladium(II) salts to catalyze the conversion of nitriles into amides
was disclosed in a patent in 1972.93 This was followed by several academic
publications, examining the reaction in more detail.94–101 The reactions proceed either by addition of water93–99 or by water transfer from an amide100 or
acetaldoxime101. This is an interesting transformation, as the amide can be isolated, rather than for the acid- or base-catalyzed process where the hydration
of the resulting amide is usually faster, resulting in conversion of the nitrile to
a carboxylic acid.
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1.3 Mechanistic Investigations
There are many tools available to the chemist when it comes to elucidating the
finer details of the mechanism of a reaction. In this thesis, two such techniques
have been used to provide a better mechanistic understanding of the reactions
investigated.

1.3.1 Density Functional Theory Calculations
A computational investigation of a reaction mechanism can be seen as an attempt at probing a potential energy surface (PES) where a point on the surface
represents a given geometry of a molecule or a system. By making an educated
starting assumption, one can optimize the geometry to find a local energy minimum on the PES followed by an investigation of conformations and isomeric
forms to find the lowest energy minimum. Then one can try to find a transition
state (TS), which is a saddle point on the PES – a local minimum in all other
dimensions except for the reaction coordinate that connects the reactant(s) and
the product(s).

Figure 12. A representation of a general reaction profile generated by DFT calculations.

One method of calculating the energy of a given point on the PES is by using
density functional theory (DFT) calculations. DFT is a computational method
that relies on solving an electron density functional as an approximate solution
to the Schrödinger equation. DFT relies on the use of basis sets that are a set
of mathematical functions that typically are designed to describe the atomic
orbitals. Linear combination of the basic functions then gives a model for the
molecular orbitals. DFT is sometimes merged with the Hartree-Fock method,
giving hybrid functionals.102 This approach, along with corrections to account
for dispersion forces,103 has been used in the DFT calculations presented
within this thesis.
DFT calculations provide an excellent tool to investigate a hypothesized
mechanism and can, in conjunction with other techniques, provide valuable
insight into the mechanism.
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1.3.2 Electrospray Ionization Mass Spectrometry for
Investigation of Live Reaction Mixtures
One technique that is suitable for studying sensitive organometallic species is
electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS). This is a technique popularized due to its use for identification and structure analysis of biologically
relevant macromolecules such as peptides and proteins.104 In 2002, Fenn and
Tanaka shared the Nobel Prize in chemistry for their development of this technique, highlighting its importance.
In brief, the technique works by the application of an electric field over a
capillary to enrich ions which assist the formation of smaller and smaller droplets, eventually leaving the charged analyte after evaporation of the solvent.
The technique is thus especially suited for the study of charged species in solution. The generated ions are then separated in a mass analyzer before
detection. A triple-quadrupole was used as the analyzer in the work described
in this thesis. Thus MS/MS techniques such as product ion, precursor ion and
neutral loss scan could be used.105
The use of ESI-MS for the study of reaction mechanisms is thoroughly described in a microreview by Santos,106 and several articles also detail the use
of ESI-MS as a tool for studying palladium-catalyzed reactions.45,66,88,107–111
The decarboxylative and desulfitative synthesis of aryl ketones from nitriles
by palladium(II)-catalysis has been studied with ESI-MS by our group, revealing several species that could be catalytically relevant for this addition
reaction.45,66,88
In terms of workflow, the investigation of a palladium-catalyzed reaction
can be performed by 1) identification of peaks containing palladium by the
characteristic isotopic pattern of palladium, 2) product ion scan of the identified peaks. To determine the identity of the ionized species, neutral loss scans
for masses equaling that of possible ligands can be performed along with precursor ion scans.

Figure 13. Techniques used in the ESI-MS studies of live reactions
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By performing several experiments in which, for instance, the substrates and
the ligand are changed one at a time, additional information is gained which
helps verify the identity of the complexes observed as well as help determine
which species are more likely to be catalytically relevant. To exemplify, adding a methyl group to one of the substrates would increase the mass of any
palladium complex, which is derived from this substrate.
Even though this technique allows for easy identification of palladium
complexes, one should be aware that limitations to this approach are posed by
the fact that only ionic species are detected. The detected species may also not
be catalytically relevant and rather represent stable complexes which are not
relevant for the progression of the reaction. Thus, ESI-MS studies should be
used in conjunction with other techniques to advance the mechanistic understanding of a reaction.
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1.4 Amidines
Carboxamidines or carboximidamides, henceforth termed amidines, are compounds with the general structure RC(=NR)NR2 as depicted in Figure 14
below.

Figure 14. General structure of an amidine, as well as commonly encountered cyclic
amidine, 1,8-diazabicyclo(5.4.0)undec-7-ene (DBU).

Most organic chemists recognize amidines as strong bases (pKa values of
around
10-12
is
common),
the
commonly
used
1,8-diazabicyclo(5.4.0)undec-7-ene (DBU), being a prime example.
Amidines have also found use in the emerging field of organocatalysis as
nucleophilic catalysts, catalyzing acyl transfer reactions, amidation-, and esterification reactions to name some examples.112,113
Amidines also serve as useful precursors for various heterocycles (Figure
15) such as imidazoles,114 1,2,4-triazoles,115,116 tetrazoles,117 pyrimidines,118
benzimidazoles,119 quinazolines,120,121 and purines.122

Figure 15. Various hetereocycles that can be prepared from amidines.

The amidine functionality is relevant in the field of medicinal chemistry. Aromatic diamidines are interesting molecules that are active against
intracellular parasites responsible for diseases such as sleeping sickness, Chagas disease, toxoplasmosis, leishmaniasis and malaria.123 One such
compound, pentamidine, has been used since 1937 and is placed on the World
Health Organization’s List of Essential Medicines as a treatment for African
trypanosomiasis.124 It is also used in the treatment of leishmaniasis, babesiosis
and to prevent pneumocystis pneumonia in immunocompromised patients.
Another aromatic diamidine, phenamidine, is used for babesiosis in veterinary
medicine, along with other diamidine analogues such as diminazene.125
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Brunfelsamidine is a pharmacologically active substance found in plants of
the nightshade family which has convulsant and neurotoxic effects.126 Root or
bark extracts containing this substance have been used among natives in the
Amazon as a remedy against arthritis. Thrombin inhibitor dabigatran, an oral
anticoagulant (as the prodrug dabigatran etexilate), contain the amidine motif.127 Taribavirin was being developed as a prodrug for ribavirin in which the
amidine motif is converted in vivo to the corresponding amide.128 The structure of the pharmacologically active amidines which has been exemplified is
given in Figure 16.
Among other examples from drug discovery are the use of amidines as m1
muscarinic receptor agonists129 and as inhibitors of serine proteases,130,131
acid-sensing ion channels,132 and BACE1.133

Figure 16. Selected pharmacologically active amidines.
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1.4.1 Synthesis of amidines
Amidines are traditionally prepared by the Pinner reaction134–136 where a nitrile is treated with HCl and an alcohol to give a Pinner salt which can be
reacted with an amine to give the hydrochloride salt of the corresponding amidine. Ortho-substituted benzamidines are difficult to make by this strategy.137
Another strategy is to use base catalysis to generate an imidate from a nitrile
and an alcohol.138,139 The imidates can then react with ammonium salts to give
primary amidines. A modified Pinner reaction (Thio-Pinner reaction) that
does not require the use of acid relies on the use of thiols to form a thioimidic
ester that can react with amines to form amidines.140,141 Garigipati reported on
the addition of alkylchloroaluminum amides to nitriles, affording un-, mono-,
or di-substituted amidines.142 The alkylchloroaluminum amide is readily made
from trimethylaluminum and ammonium chlorides or amine hydrochlorides.
Another method for the synthesis of amidines is the addition of a Grignard or
lithium reagent to cyanamides followed by acidic workup to give the amidine
salts.143,144
An alternative starting material is amides, and imidoyl chlorides or imidate
tetrafluoroborates can be generated by reacting the amide with a chlorinating
agent or triethyloxonium tetrafluoroborate, respectively.137 Subsequent reaction with amines give the corresponding amidines. This method is useful for
the generation of tri-substituted amidines.
There are also several palladium(0)-catalyzed methods describing the synthesis of amidines from aryl halides or alkenyl halides.145–149 An Ytterbium
catalyzed addition of amines has also been reported.150
In Table 2 an overview of some of the important approaches to amidines
described is presented. For a more thorough overview of synthetic methods
for amidine synthesis, the reader is referred to selected reviews and book chapters covering this topic.151–154
Table 2. Common methods for the synthesis of amidines
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1.5 Continuous-flow Chemistry
Most people associate organic chemistry with the mixing of reagents in a solvent under stirring in a glass vessel such as a round-bottom flask or an
Erlenmeyer flask. This is the standard way of setting up reactions, usually referred to as batch chemistry. In a typical batch chemistry setup, reagents are
mixed for a fixed time at a certain temperature before quenching of the reaction and isolation of the product from the resulting product mixture. If one
would need to produce more of the product one could either run multiple iterations of the experiment or run a reaction at a larger scale. Typical problems
encountered is batch-to-batch variability, and problematic scale-up due to reasons such as heat transfer limitations155 or dangerous intermediates.156,157
Another way of running a chemical reaction is to run it as a continuous
operation. One approach to this, when the reaction mixture is liquid, is
continuous-flow chemistry (see Figure 17 for an illustration). By using a
pump, reagents can be transferred into a reactor where the conditions for the
transformation into product is applied, and then further transported to a collection vessel for subsequent processing.

Figure 17. General principle of batch and continuous-flow chemistry.

In comparison to batch chemistry, the volume of the reaction mixture which
is processed at a given time can be kept low as the scale of the reaction effectively will be determined by the time the system is operational.155 This is also
reflected in the difference in terminology; in batch chemistry one scales up the
reaction, while in continuous-flow chemistry one scales out the reaction. The
batch-to-batch variability encountered in batch chemistry can also be avoided
in continuous-flow chemistry, since the process, once it reaches equilibrium,
should give the same output per time unit. The process can also be monitored
by inline or online analysis of the reaction mixture.158–160
In terms of safety, the large surface-to-volume ratio of the continuous-flow
reactor allows for fast temperature changes, allowing better process control.
This is useful for highly exothermic processes which can be difficult to scale
up using batch chemistry.161 The small volume which is in the reactor at any
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given moment is also advantageous when processing highly toxic or explosive
reagents, or when intermediates formed pose such a risk.156,161
There are of course disadvantages with continuous-flow methodology as
well. The pumps used are usually in the laboratory setting either HPLC or
syringe pumps, neither are well suited for handling particles. The reaction
mixture, reagent mixtures as well as the product mixture should thus ideally
be homogenous. The commercially available continuous-flow chemistry instrumentation are also typically costly and can be experienced as complicated
to setup and maintain.
An overview of the advantages and disadvantages with continuous-flow
chemistry can be seen in Table 3 below, compared with batch chemistry.
Table 3. Advantages and disadvantages of continuous-flow processing
Disadvantages
Advantages

Homogenous reagent/reaction/prod
Scale-out rather than scale-up,
uct mixtures highly preferred
operate for a longer time

Initial investment cost

Batch-to-batch variability is not a
problem

Can be complicated to setup and
maintain

Fast heat transfer – better process
control

Safer operation with highly exothermic reactions

Safer processing of explosive/
toxic reagents/intermediates

1.5.1 Heating by a Non-Resonant Microwave Applicator
In this work a setup for continuous-flow chemistry has been used which utilize
a non-resonant microwave (MW) applicator for heating. The principle is described after an introduction to the concept of MW heating.
Microwave-Assisted Organic Synthesis
The prevalent heating method in organic synthesis has evolved from open
flames, through the Bunsen burner, to today’s use of safer alternatives such as
hot plates combined with oil baths or metal heating blocks, and heating mantels. Despite this, the fundamental principle of how the heat is transferred to
the reaction mixture has not changed and rely on the wall of the reaction vessel
heating the content by conduction. This process can be quite slow, depending
on the surface-to-volume ratio of the vessel and the conductive properties of
the involved materials. This heating process also typically results in a higher
temperature of the walls of the reaction vessel than the temperature acquired
by the reaction mixture. Under reflux conditions this is even more apparent,
as the temperature of the heater is usually kept tens of degrees Celsius above
the boiling point of the solvent.
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The use of MW radiation to heat things, in particular foodstuff, should not
have passed unnoticed, and MW ovens are now found in most households.
MW radiation, an electromagnetic radiation, heat by transferring energy to
molecules by dipolar polarization or ionic conduction. In both cases, heat is
generated when a dipole or an ion moves in the direction of the oscillating
electromagnetic field. Ions will oscillate while dipoles rotate. These movements correspond to kinetic energy which will in turn generate volumetric
heating by induced losses.
The ability of a substance to be heated by MWs can be related to the loss
tangent; tan δ = ε’’/ε’ (in which ε’’ is the dielectric loss constant and ε’ is the
dielectric constant), with a higher value meaning that the substance will generate more heat when exposed to MW radiation than a substance with a low
tan δ value. These values are tabulated for many solvents used in organic
chemistry, and are related to the dipole moment of the solvents, with a higher
tan δ for polar solvents.162

Figure 18. Water molecule affected by the electric field of the electromagnetic wave
that is MWs

MWs can be transmitted, reflected or absorbed depending on the properties
of the irradiated material. The standard material used in the glass vessels that
chemists use, borosilicate glass, has a very low tan δ value, and is thus relatively MW transparent. This means that a reaction conducted in a glass vessel
will be directly heated by the MW radiation rather than by the wall, given that
polar substances (with higher tan δ values) are present in the reaction mixture.
This direct way of heating has become increasingly popular in organic
chemistry, especially due to the many reports on enhanced reaction rates and
selectivity when compared to reactions run with conventional heating. The
majority of these observed differences are due to different temperature profiles
during the heating and cool-off period, as well as differences in the actual reaction temperature. By using tools such as fiber optic temperature probes that
can accurately measure the temperature of the reaction solution, the group of
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Kappe, among others, has repeatedly been able to show that the results using
MW processing can be mimicked by conventional heating, given that the same
heating profile can be achieved.163–168
Regardless of any benefits from the actual method of applying the heating,
the dedicated MW instruments developed for synthetic chemistry applications
has enabled safe processing at elevated pressures and temperatures. Reactions
can thus be performed at temperatures well above the boiling point of the solvent used.
The dominating designs of MW apparatus are called single mode and
multi-mode, which reflect how the MWs are distributed in the cavity. A single
mode device would create a standing wave pattern in a resonating cavity, resulting in nodes with zero intensity, and antinodes which would have the
highest intensity. The single mode design is common in dedicated MW instruments for small scale synthesis, where the reaction vessel can be placed in the
antinode. A multi-mode apparatus has a cavity where the MWs are dispersed
randomly so that a single standing wave is not created. This allows for heating
to be applied over a larger volume, even if the average effect at a given point
will be lower than in the antinode of a single mode instrument. This is the
standard design of the domestic MW oven. For synthetic chemistry purposes,
the multimode cavities are mostly used when larger volumes, usually above
50 ml, are heated. The disadvantage with this design is that the MW field created is non-homogenous which can produce local differences in heating of a
sample.169,170
A Non-Resonant Microwave Applicator for Continuous-Flow Chemistry
A modified batch MW system allowed the first continuous-flow application
of MW heating described by Cablewski et al. in 1994.171 Other examples followed, using both continuous-flow or stop/flow approaches.172–178 The
benefits making up the rationale for combining MW heating and continuousflow methodology is manifold and includes rapid changes of the temperature
of the reaction mixture, convenient access to high temperatures, and heating
that can instantaneously be switched off for the reaction mixture (given that it
is directly heated).
In 2012 our group described the evaluation of a new type of MW applicator,
designed for continuous-flow chemistry.179 This applicator, designed by
Wavecraft AB, applies MWs to a straight borosilicate glass tubular reactor by
a helical antenna surrounding the reactor. This design has the advantage that
it is non-resonant, avoiding hot and cold spots in the irradiated volume. This
contrasts with the previously described approaches to distributing the MWs
and is suitable for an evenly distributed axial field across the reactor.
The lessons learnt during the initial evaluation as well as during continued
use of the instrument180–183 has resulted in some changes from the initial design. For instance, the system originally featured a setup of five infrared (IR)
sensors that measured the temperature of the outside wall of the borosilicate
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glass reactor. This has been reduced to one sensor measuring the temperature
at a representative position on the reactor. Additionally, the temperature measured by the IR sensor has been correlated to the measurements of a fiber optic
probe in the reactor to provide a model for estimating the true reaction temperature based on the IR sensor reading.184 The use of a fiber optic probe,
instead of the standard thermocouple approach to temperature measurement
was necessary as a thermocouple cannot be used in the MW field. An IR sensor that can measure the temperature through the borosilicate glass wall was
also evaluated with good results. A new reactor type, a straight tubular silicon
carbide (SiC) reactor has also been introduced.181 The silicon carbide material
absorbs MWs to a large extent, and thus heats the reaction mixture by conventional heating, even though the reactor itself is heated by MWs. This
effectively means that, for reactions that can cause metal-precipitation on the
glass surface and subsequent rapid heating of the metal followed by reactor
failure, a SiC reactor can be used in place of the borosilicate glass reactor for
certain applications.
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2. Aims of the Present Study

The overall aim of the work presented in this thesis has been to develop new
palladium(II)-catalyzed addition reactions.
More specifically, the aims of this thesis were related to addition of
aryl-palladium to nitrile derivatives:
 to develop a synthetic method for the reaction between an aryl-palladium
species and cyanamides to give aryl amidines,
 to investigate the reaction between an aryl-palladium species and
cyanamides with respect to the aryl-palladium precursor,
 to use continuous-flow methodology to develop protocols, for
palladium(II)-catalyzed reactions addition reactions.
During the course of this work, a need for more convenient, general, and safe
methodology for the synthesis of the aryl-palladium precursor aryl sulfinates
was found. Thus the aims were expanded as follow:
 to develop a synthetic method for the synthesis of sulfinic acids or sodium
sulfinates utilizing a safe source of SO2.
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3. Palladium(II)-Catalyzed Synthesis of Aryl
Amidines from Cyanamides and
Aryltrifluoroborates (Paper I)

3.1 Background
During the work on new aryl sources for the palladium(II)-catalyzed
1,2-addition to nitriles within our group, we also considered the use of other
nitrile derivatives which would generate a more stable imine species. One such
class of nitrile derivatives was identified as cyanamides, which upon
1,2-addition of aryl-palladium would give aryl amidines as products (see Figure 19 below).

Figure 19. Palladium(II)-catalyzed 1,2-addition to nitriles vs cyanamides

The amidine functionality is a versatile precursor for the generation of a large
variety of heterocycles and can be found in many pharmacologically active
molecules including FDA approved drugs. For more details about the use of
and synthesis of amidines, the reader is referred to the introductory chapter.

3.2 Optimization of Reaction Conditions
We started our investigation by an explorative screening of aryl sources where
aryltrifluoroborates were identified as the most promising substrates. A good
starting point was conditions identified as productive in an earlier developed
protocol by our group for the synthesis of aryl ketones from nitriles and sodium sulfinates. The conditions were slightly modified, switching the solvent
to methanol, which had been successfully employed in an oxidative Heck protocol, involving aryltrifluoroborates as aryl-palladium precursors, by our
group.185 Thus the starting conditions were as follow: a mixture of 4%
Pd(O2CCF3)2, 6% 6-methyl-2,2’-bipyridyl (6-Mebpy) as the catalytic system,
potassium 4-methylphenyltrifluoroborate, 2 equiv cyanamide and 5 equiv
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TFA in methanol were mixed and MW heated for 20 minutes at 120 °C. These
conditions gave full conversion of the yield determining trifluoroborate, while
formation of the corresponding aryl amidine product could be observed by 1H
NMR analysis of the reaction mixture. We were able to reduce the amount of
acid to 2 equiv of TFA without affecting the productivity of the reaction. It
was also possible to reverse the stoichiometry of the cyanamide and aryltrifluoroborate substrate, while reducing the excess of aryltrifluoroborate to 1.1
equiv and changing the cyanamide substrate from cyanamide to 1-piperidinecarbonitrile to facilitate 1H NMR analysis of the reaction outcome.
The change in stoichiometry from having the aryltrifluoroborate as the
yield determining substrate to using it in excess was made to simplify the purification procedure, a liquid-liquid extractive workup of the crude mixture. A
dilution of the reaction mixture with DCM followed by extraction with saturated NaHCO3(aq) leaves the 6-Mebpy ligand in the organic phase. The
protonated aryl amidine product can then be extracted from the aqueous phase
upon basification by NaOH addition followed by extraction with DCM to give
the aryl amidine upon concentration of the organic phase.
A final ligand screen was next performed based upon these optimized conditions (see Table 4).
Table 4. Optimization of reaction conditions, ligand screen

Isolated yields, >95% pure by 1H NMR. Reaction conditions:
Pd(O2CCF3)2 (0.04 mmol), ligand (0.06 mmol), TFA (2 mmol), 4methylphenyltrifluoroborate (1a) (1.1 mmol), 1-piperidinecarbonitrile 2a (1 mmol), and MeOH (3 mL) is heated in a sealed vial at 120
°C for 20 min by MW. aNo TFA added. bNo Pd(TFA)2 added. n.d.:
Product could not be detected by LC-MS.

The two bipyridyl ligands 6-Mebpy and bpy gave similar yields, 88% and
86%, respectively (Table 4, entries 1-2). 1,10-Phenanthroline, which is more
rigid than the bipyridyl scaffold, furnished a 69% yield of the corresponding
amidine (entry 3). Dmphen, surprisingly, only gave trace amounts of product
while the phosphine based ligand dppp did not show any formation of product
(entries 4-5).
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To verify the importance of each component, we also performed reactions
omitting, one by one, ligand, TFA, and Pd(O2CCF3)2. Product formation could
not be detected, or was only detected in trace amounts for these reactions (entries 6-8).

3.3 Investigation of the Scope of the Reaction
The reaction conditions identified in entry 1, Table 4 were chosen for further
investigation of the scope of the reaction, starting with the scope with regards
to the aryltrifluoroborates (Table 5).
Table 5. Aryltrifluoroborate scope

Isolated yields, >95% pure by 1H NMR. Reaction conditions:
Pd(O2CCF3)2 (0.04 mmol), 6-Mebpy (0.06 mmol), TFA (2 mmol), potassium aryltrifluoroborates 1a-j (1.1 mmol), 1-piperidinecarbonitrile
2a (1 mmol), and MeOH (3 mL) is heated in a sealed vial at 120 °C for
20 min by MW.
a
No TFA added. bNo Pd(TFA)2 added. n.d.: Product could not be detected by LC-MS.

High yields were isolated with electron-rich 4-methoxy and 4-tert-butyl substituted trifluoroborate substrates giving 3b and 3c in 86% and 74% yield,
respectively. Phenyl trifluoroborate gave benzamidine, 3d, in good yield
(73%). Ortho substitution in the aryltrifluoroborate was tolerated, giving the
corresponding amidine 3e in 66% yield. Chemoselectivity was demonstrated
by a 4-bromo substituted aryltrifluoroborate, resulting in an isolated yield of
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63% of aryl amidine, 3f. Heteroaryl amidine 3g could be isolated in 66% yield
while 2-naphtyltrifluoroborate gave 40% yield of 3h. Electron-deficient trifluoroborates only furnished 37% of 3i and trace amounts of 3j, respectively.
One boronic acid, 4a, and one boronic acid pinacol ester, 4b, were also
evaluated as aryl-palladium precursors under these conditions (Table 6),
providing yields of 3a which were lower than the corresponding aryltrifluoroborate, 1a (33% and 45%, respectively, compared to 88%).
Table 6. Other boronic acid derivatives tested

Isolated yields, >95% pure by 1H NMR. Reaction conditions: Pd(O2CCF3)2 (0.04 mmol), 6-Mebpy (0.06 mmol),
TFA (2 mmol), 4 or 5 (1.1 mmol), 1-piperidinecarbonitrile
2a (1 mmol), and MeOH (3 mL) is heated in a sealed vial
at 120 °C for 20 min by MW.

The scope of the cyanamide was also extended to include cyanamide (2b),
dimethylcyanamide (2c), diisopropylcyanamide (2d), tert-butylcyanamide
(2e), and 4-morpholinecarbonitrile (2f). Cyanamide substrates 2b and 2c were
productive with 1a as the aryltrifluoroborate coupling partner, furnishing 73%
and 82% yield of 3k and 3l, respectively (see Table 7). The bulkier 2d afforded
24% yield of 3m while monosubstituted 2e gave 64% yield of the corresponding amidine 3n. Cyclic 2f was also productive, affording 58% yield of 3o. The
more electron-rich aryltrifluoroborate 1b was also reacted with cyanamides
2b, 2d, and 2f, generally giving as good or better yield when compared to the
corresponding cyanamide with 1a. The electron-deficient 1i gave traces of
product 3s when combined with cyanamide 2b and only 33% yield of 3t when
combined with cyanamide 2f.
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Table 7. Cyanamide scope

Isolated yields, >95% pure by 1H NMR. Reaction conditions: Pd(O2CCF3)2 (0.04 mmol), 6Mebpy (0.06 mmol), TFA (2 mmol), potassium aryltrifluoroborates 1a-b or 1i (1.1 mmol), cyanamides 2b-f (1 mmol), and MeOH (3 mL) is heated in a sealed vial at 120 °C for 20 min by MW.
R is an un-, mono-, or di-substituted amino group.
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3.4 Suggested Mechanism
Based on previous live reaction studies using HRMS on the 1,2-addition reactions with nitriles using carboxylic acids88 or sodium aryl sulfinates,45 a
catalytic cycle was proposed. The Pd(II) ligand-coordinated complex A undergoes transmetallation generating the aryl-palladium intermediate B which,
upon ligand exchange, affords complex C with cyanamide coordinated.
A 1,2-carbopalladation then affords D which, upon protonation of the imidamidate, regenerates complex A.

Figure 20. Proposed reaction mechanism for the palladium(II)-catalyzed addition of
aryltrifluoroborates to cyanamides.
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4. Palladium(II)-Catalyzed Synthesis of Aryl
Amidines from Cyanamides and Aryl
Carboxylic Acids (Paper II)

4.1 Background
Following the successful development of a protocol for the palladium(II)catalyzed 1,2-addition to cyanamides described in Paper I,186 there was reason
to believe that other aryl-palladium sources than aryltrifluoroborates could be
employed in a similar manner for the synthesis of aryl amidines. In Paper I,
the results using the related aryl-palladium precursors boronic acid and boronic acid pinacol ester were reported (Table 6), but with lower isolated yield
than the corresponding aryltrifluoroborate.186 Efforts were made to optimize
the reaction for these substrates, however with limited success. It was not investigated in detail, and the nature of the challenges with these substrates are
therefore not known.
As an interesting alternative to the transmetalation with boronic acid derivatives there is the possibility to make use of a decarboxylative process for arylpalladium generation, and thus use carboxylic acids as a precursor.
The merits of aryl carboxylic acids as aryl-palladium precursors have been
discussed in more detail in the introduction, the main points being the atom
economy and environmental aspects related to the fact that CO2 would be the
byproduct of the aryl-palladium generation.187 There is also a potential orthogonality between boronic acid derivatives and carboxylic acids. Sterically
congested aryl carboxylic acids are often preferred substrates as the occurrence of ortho-substituents is known to be beneficial for the aryl-palladium
generation.188 This is not necessarily the case for boronic acid derivatives, and
thus carboxylic acids could add to the scope of palladium(II)-catalyzed 1,2addition to cyanamides, making new aryl amidines available by this reaction
class.
The corresponding reaction with nitriles as 1,2-addition substrates and aryl
carboxylic acids as aryl-palladium precursors was developed by our group in
2010,88 and this in conjunction with the work described in Paper I186 lays the
foundation for the development of a new amidine synthesis from aryl carboxylic acids and cyanamides.
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4.2 Optimization of Reaction Conditions
The investigation was started with a solvent screen, making use of the previously developed catalytic system for aryl amidine synthesis from
aryltrifluoroborates. Pd(O2CCF3)2 and 6-Mebpy was thus used as palladium
salt and ligand, the loading set at 2% and 3% respectively for the palladium
salt and ligand. TFA was used as the proton donor, adding 1 equivalents, an
adjustment from the 2 equivalents used in the protocol developed in Paper I,
as the aryl carboxylic acid will also serve as a proton donor. The benzoic acid
was used in slight excess in the solvent screen and the reaction was heated in
a sealed vessel in MW for 30 minutes at 120 °C. The product was isolated
using the liquid-liquid extractive workup described in Paper I.
The results are presented in Table 8 below; 1,4-dioxane furnished 68%
yield (entry 1), while toluene resulted in less than 15% conversion into the
desired product as determined by 1H-NMR spectroscopy (entry 2). Polar aprotic solvents were more productive, furnishing 96% yield with NMP, 88% with
DMF and 92% with DMA as solvents (entries 3-5).
Table 8. Optimization of reaction conditions

Entry

Solvent

Pd (%)

Other change in conditions

Yield%a

1
1,4-dioxane
2
68%
2
Toluene
2
<15%b
3
NMP
2
96%
4
DMF
2
88%
5
DMA
2
92%
6
NMP
1
94%
7
NMP
4
98%
8
NMP
8
96%
9
NMP
2
1 equiv of 5a
92%
42%
10
NMP
2
No ligand
11
NMP
0
No Pd(O2CCF3)2, no nigand
not detected
12
NMP
2
No TFA
<15%b
Reaction conditions: 1-piperidinecarbonitrile (2a, 1 mmol), 2,4,6-trimethoxybenzoic acid (5a,
1.1 equiv), Pd(O2CCF3)2, 6-Mebpy, 6-Mebpy:Pd(O2CCF3)2, 1.5:1), TFA (1 equiv) and solvent
(3 ml) were MW heated in a sealed vial at 120 °C for 30 min. a Isolated yield (>95% pure by
1
H NMR spectroscopic analysis); b determined by 1H NMR spectroscopy.

NMP was selected as the solvent for further optimization of the reaction conditions. Investigation of the catalyst loading revealed that similar yields were
achieved for 1-8% catalyst loading (Table 8, entries 2, 6-8). The palladium
salt:ligand ratio was kept constant at 1.5. As the yield was slightly higher for
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2, 4 and 8% as compared to 1%, 2% catalyst loading was chosen for continued
optimization. Finally, a change of stoichiometry to use 1 equiv of 5a instead
of 1.1 equiv resulted in a slightly lower yield. Control experiments revealed
that although removal of the ligand from the reaction mixture resulted in a less
productive reaction, the desired product could still be isolated in 42% yield
(Table 8, entry 10). Removal of the palladium salt and ligand results in a nonproductive reaction, no product formation could be detected (entry 11). Omission of TFA resulted in low conversion into the desired product as determined
by 1H-NMR spectroscopy (entry 12). Based on these results the conditions
presented in Table 8, entry 3, were chosen for further investigation of the
scope of the reaction.
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4.3 Investigation of the Scope of the Reaction
First the scope of the reaction was investigated with regards to the cyanamide
partner, using an expanded set of substrates as compared to what was investigated in Paper I.186 The results are presented below in Table 9.
Table 9. Cyanamide scope

Reaction conditions: cyanamide (2a-j, 1 mmol), 2,4,6-trimethoxybenzoic acid (5a, 1.1 equiv), Pd(O2CCF3)2 (2%), 6-Mebpy (3%), TFA (1
equiv) and NMP (3 ml) were MW heated in a sealed vial at 120 °C for
30 min. Isolated yield (>95% pure by 1H NMR spectroscopic analysis).
R is an un-, mono-, or di-substituted amino group.

In general, good to excellent yields could be isolated. Cyanamide 2b furnished
primary amidine 6b in 76% yield. Di-alkyl substituted cyanamides gave the
corresponding products 6c, 6d, and 6e in 93%, 98% and 64% yield, respectively. The dibenzyl derivative 6f was isolated in 68% yield while the
monosubstituted cyanamide 2e furnished 6g in 90% yield. Cyclic cyanamides
provided 6h and 6i in 93% and 74% yield, in addition to 6a, which was isolated in 96% yield during the optimization of the reaction.
The continued investigation of the scope of the reaction focused on the carboxylic acid partner, and it was soon realized that decreased reactivity
required longer reaction times as well as a higher temperature, 60 minutes
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compared to 30 minutes and 140 °C compared to 120 °C. Using these conditions 6j, 6k, and 6l could be isolated in 65%, 9%, and 8% yield, respectively,
from the corresponding aryl carboxylic acids 5b, 5c, and 5d (see Table 10).
Table 10. Carboxylic acid scope
NH

Pd(O2CCF3)2, 6-Mebpy
Ar COOH +
5b-d

OMe NH

2a

NMP, TFA (1 equiv)
140 °C, MW, 60 min

OMe NH

N

N

OMe
6j
65%

OMe
OMe 6k
9%[a]

Ar

N

6j-l
NH

MeO
MeO

N
OMe
6l
8%a

Reaction conditions: 2a (1 mmol), aryl carboxylic acid 5 (1.1
equiv), Pd(O2CCF3)2 (2%), 6-Mebpy (3%), TFA (1 equiv) and
NMP (3 ml) were MW heated in a sealed vial at 140 °C for 60
min. Isolated yield (>95% pure by 1H NMR spectroscopic analysis). aPurified using preparative HPLC.

A number of other aryl carboxylic acids were also tested in the protocol (2,4,6trimethylbenzoic acid, 3-methylthiophene-2-carboxylic acid, 2,4-dimethoxybenzoic acid, benzoic acid, 2,6-dimethoxypyridine-3-carboxylic acid, orthoanisic acid, 2,6-dimethoxy-3-nitrobenzoic acid, 3-bromo-2,6-dimethoxybenzoic acid and 2,6-difluoro-4-methoxybenzoic acid), however with poor result,
only showing trace amounts by HPLC-MS analysis.
In an attempt to broaden the scope with regards to the aryl carboxylic acid
substrate, the addition of 2 equiv of silver trifluoroacetate or copper(I)oxide
to a reaction with 2,4,6-trimethylbenzoic as the substrate was tested. Even
though these salts are known to facilitate the decarboxylation process,189 the
addition did not improve the reaction outcome.
Other efforts made to improve the scope include various changes in temperature, time, and stoichiometry, however without any improvement in the
reaction outcome for non-productive substrates.
Instead, attention was turned to the other productive carboxylic acid 5b
which gave a 65% yield of the corresponding amidine 6j, and an investigation
of the cyanamide scope for the reaction using this carboxylic acid was undertaken (see Table 11). The yields obtained were in general lower for the
reaction of 5b with a given cyanamide substrate as compared to 5a, affording
36-65% yield of the corresponding amidines 6m-o and 6r-t. The exception
was diisopropylcyanamide and dibenzylcyanamide, which both furnished
74% yield of the corresponding products 6p and 6q.
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Table 11. Cyanamide scope with 5b as the aryl carboxylic acid substrate

Reaction conditions: 2a-i (1 mmol), aryl carboxylic acid 5b (1.1
equiv), Pd(O2CCF3)2 (2%), 6-Mebpy (3%), TFA (1 equiv) and
NMP (3 ml) were MW heated in a sealed vial at 140 °C for 60
min. Isolated yield (>95% pure by 1H NMR spectroscopic analysis). a Purified using preparative HPLC. R is an un-, mono-, or
di-substituted amino group.
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4.4 Continuous-Flow Scale-Out
An adaption of the protocol to continuous-flow conditions was performed.
The reaction mixture was diluted somewhat compared to the batch conditions,
to make up a stock solution with 0.2M of 5a, and stoichiometry otherwise as
in the batch protocol. The dilution was made to ensure that the reaction mixture was homogenous, to work with the HPLC pumps used in the continuousflow setup. The setup utilized a non-resonant MW reactor, which has been
described in the Introduction, for heating. See Figure 21 for a schematic illustration of the setup.

Figure 21. Schematic illustration of the continuous-flow setup used

The use of continuous-flow allows for quick variation of various reaction parameters, in this setup mainly time (in heated zone) and temperature, and thus
the flow rate and temperature could be set to 1 ml/min (1 min in the heated
zone) and 120 °C. Using these optimized conditions, the yield was 92% based
on the purification of a 5 ml aliquot of the collected crude product mixture.
This corresponds to a theoretical throughput of 11 mmol/h or 3 g/h.
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4.5 Mechanistic Investigation
To better understand the limited scope with regards to the aryl carboxylic acid
substrate, a mechanistic investigation was initiated.
Previous mechanistic investigation of the 1,2-addition to nitriles with aryl
carboxylic acids88,190 and aryl sulfinates45 support the proposed catalytic cycle
depicted in Figure 22 below.

Figure 22. Proposed mechanism for the palladium(II)-catalyzed addition of aryl carboxylic acids to cyanamides.

Coordination of the carboxylate ion generated from the aryl carboxylic acid
to the starting palladium(II)-complex A generates a carboxylate complex prior
to decarboxylation. Decarboxylation then occurs to give aryl-palladium complex B, which coordinates cyanamide to give complex C.
1,2-Carbopalladation of the cyanamide gives the imidamidate complex D
which, upon protonation, releases the product and regenerates complex A for
the next turn in the catalytic cycle.
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4.5.1 DFT Calculations
Based on the proposed catalytic cycle depicted in Figure 22 we performed
DFT calculations to further investigate the mechanism. Aryl carboxylic acids
5a-c were included in the study, representing two productive substrates (5a
and 5b) and one less productive (5c). Cyanamide 2b was chosen as the cyanamide substrate and 6-Mebpy was used as the ligand. To simplify the
calculations Pd(OAc)2 was used as the palladium salt in place of Pd(O2CCF3)2.
Although the use of Pd(OAc)2 resulted in a slight reduction of yield of 6a from
96% (Table 8, entry 3) to 91%, it still represents a highly productive catalytic
system and thus a good model for the optimized catalytic system.

Figure 23. Free energy profile for decarboxylation of 5a, 5b, and 5c and following
1,2-carbopalladation of cyanamide 2b. The optimized geometry of TS-II is shown to
the right.

The resulting energy pathway is depicted in Figure 23 and starts with I, a diacetate chelated species with a ligand associated in a bidentate manner. From
I, through exchange of one (for 5b) or two (for 5a and 5c) of the acetates with
the corresponding carboxylate ion or ions of 5a-c, the lowest energy complex
II prior to decarboxylation is formed. The dissociation of one anionic ligand
from II generates cationic species III, which, upon a change in binding mode
gives IV. Aryl-palladium complex V is then formed over transition state TSI, releasing CO as complex VI is formed. Then, coordination of a carboxylate
ion gives the lowest energy intermediate prior to 1,2-carbopalladation, the
neutral complex VII. Association of the cyanamide gives VIII which upon
1,2-carbopalladation over TS-II (see Figure 23 for the optimized geometry of
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the complex), generates the imidamidate coordinated complex IX. Association of the carboxylate ion of 5 generates complex X which, upon subsequent
product release by protonation and replacement with carboxylate ion of 5 (or
in the case of 5b an acetate ion) regenerates complex II, resulting in an overall
exergonic reaction.
Table 12. Free energy requirement of decarboxylation and 1,2-carbopalladation for
the reaction using 5a, 5b, or 5c as the aryl carboxylic acid substrate
Substrate

ΔE, decarboxylation
(II  TS-I)

ΔE, 1,2-carbopalladation
(VII  TS-II)

5a
5b
5c

110.3 kJ/mol
111.1 kJ/mol
138.5 kJ/mol

110.8 kJ/mol
117.9 kJ/mol
149.1 kJ/mol

For all three substrates the calculated energy required for 1,2-carbopalladation
is higher than for decarboxylation, although only slightly (0.5 kJ/mol) for 5a
(Table 12). The 1,2-carbopalladation is therefore expected to be rate-determining, in particular for 5b and 5c. The free energy requirements for the ratedetermining 1,2-carbopalladation are significantly lower for 5a and 5b compared to 5c.
To summarize, the calculations and the experimental findings both support
the need for electron donating substituents on the benzoic acid.
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4.5.2 Live Reaction Studies Using ESI-MS
The suggested mechanism (Figure 22) was further investigated by studying
live reaction mixtures by ESI-MS(+). This technique allows for the study of
sensitive complexes,106,110 and is suitable for the observation of the cationic
palladium complexes suggested to be present in this reaction.
Palladium-containing complexes are found by the characteristic isotopic
pattern produced by palladium (106Pd and 108Pd have almost the same natural
abundance, see Table 1), and their identity deduced by comparison of multiple
productive catalytic reactions. In these reactions, one component was changed
at a time according to Table 13 below.
Table 13. Reactions studied by ESI-MS(+)
Reaction #

Ligand

Aryl carboxylic acid

Cyanamide

1
2
3
4

6-Mebpy
6-Mebpy
6-Mebpy
bpy

5a
5b
5a
5a

2a
2a
2f
2a

Even though several palladium-containing complexes could be identified,
only four were present in all of the reactions. These complexes were further
examined by MS/MS(+) studies as well as neutral loss experiments. In Figure
24 below, the suggested cationic palladium complexes are depicted along with
the spectrum from reaction 1 in Table 13.

Figure 24. ESI-MS(+) scan of reaction mixture at 30–70 % conversion. Spectrum
from a reaction between 5a and 2a using standard reaction conditions. Below the
proposed PdII intermediates are shown. The drawing of cis and trans geometries are
based on the corresponding DFT calculated configurations with Pd(OAc)2.
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Several of the identified complexes are relevant for the suggested mechanism.
The complex prior to decarboxylation, B’, was identified (please refer back to
Figure 22 for the denotations of complexes in the catalytic cycle). In addition,
this palladium-containing species also produces a neutral loss corresponding
to carbon monoxide (44 Da). This could be due to decarboxylation occurring
in the mass spectrometer, or, alternatively this could be due to a complex in
which decarboxylation has already occurred, with carbon monoxide still
bound to the palladium complex (see complex V in Figure 23). The
aryl-palladium complex which is formed upon decarboxylation, B, could also
be identified. C, the σ-complex formed when the cyanamide coordinates to B
and the complex formed upon 1,2-carbopalladation, D, would have the same
mass. Complex C could be identified by neutral loss experiments, while complex D could not be conclusively identified.
The ESI-MS study thus supports the suggested catalytic cycle, by three
identified complexes B’, B, and C, which should be mechanistically relevant.
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5. Palladium(II)-Catalyzed Synthesis of 3Amidino Indoles from Cyanamides and
Indoles (Paper III)

5.1 Background
In Papers I-II186,191 the palladium(II)-catalyzed 1,2-addition to cyanamides
using aryltrifluoroborates and aryl carboxylic acids as aryl-palladium precursors was described. These aryl-palladium precursors work by a
transmetalation or decarboxylation process, respectively, to generate the arylpalladium species. Another process for generating a (hetero)aryl-palladium
species is by C-H bond activation. This is highly sought after, as it represents
ideal atom economy and does not require installation of a functional group as
a handle for the reaction. However, limitations are posed by the fact that most
C-H bonds are relatively inert and that selectivity can be hard to achieve as CH bonds are usually abundant.192 The selectivity issue can be overcome by
either a careful choice of substrate class, or use of directing groups in the substrate. One substrate class which displays good selectivity and reactivity in
metal-catalyzed C-H functionalization reactions is indoles. Indoles display
high reactivity in the C-3 position related to the higher electron-density of this
position.
3-Acylindoles have been successfully synthesized by palladium(II)catalyzed C-H activation of indoles followed by 1,2-addition to nitriles,86,90,91
and other C-H functionalization substrates have also been used for the same
type of transformation.80,81,193 The papers on the synthesis on 3-acylindoles
were all published after our work on Paper II, and this inspired us to consider
indoles as a C-H activation substrate for the synthesis of 3-amidino indoles
from cyanamides.
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5.2 Optimization of Reaction Conditions
An initial investigation of the reaction conditions was carried out using HPLCUV to determine the ratio between product and starting indole. This method
gives a crude measure of reaction outcome, and for some reactions this was
combined with an extractive purification procedure similar to what has been
described in papers I-II.186,191
This initial investigation started from conditions inspired by the published
protocols for synthesis of 3-acylindoles86,90,91 and papers I-II.186,191 First the
reaction solvent was determined by screening a selection of solvents (DMF,
DMA, NMP, NMF and NMA) for a reaction using Pd(OAc)2 as the palladium
salt (5%), bpy as the ligand (6%), CSA (1.5 equiv) as the acid additive, Nmethylindole as the yield-determining reagent and dimethylcyanamide (1.5
equiv). 1 ml of solvent was used and the reaction mixture was heated for 2 h
at 100 °C by MW irradiation. DMA was chosen as the solvent based on the
solvent screen, and as conventional heating at 100 °C for 18 hours in a heating
block gave comparable yield of the desired product, the heating method was
changed to allow for easier parallelization of reactions.
A ligand screen was then undertaken (with Pd(O2CCF3)2 as the palladium
salt), using 1H qNMR to estimate the yield of the reaction for a number of
bidentate nitrogen ligands. The method chosen was to use an electronic reference to estimate the concentration of the product in a sample of the crude
mixture after reaction.194 The results of the screen are presented in Table 14
below.
Table 14. Optimization of reaction conditions, ligand screen

a

By 1H-qNMR analysis of crude reaction. Reaction conditions:
Pd(O2CCF3)2 (0.02 mmol), ligand (0.024 mmol), 7a (0.4 mmol), 2c
(0.6 mmol), CSA (0.6 mmol), and DMA (1 mL) at 100 °C for 18 h.

As can be seen from the table, one ligand stands out, namely 4,5-diazafluoren9-one, henceforth referred to as DAF.
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Different acid additives were also investigated by exchanging CSA for pTSA,
MSA, TFMSA, TFA and H2SO4. Good product:starting material ratios, as
well as similar extracted crude yields of 87-89% were achieved for the sulfonic acids CSA, pTSA, MSA, and TFMSA. Given that pTSA is an easy-tohandle solid which has a lower molecular weight than CSA, this acid was chosen for further development. Reversing the stoichiometry did not prove
beneficial, thus the cyanamide was kept in excess. Finally, variations of the
palladium salt (Pd(OAc)2 or Pd(O2CCF3)2), acid additive (HOAc, TFA, MSA
or pTSA), and base addition (NaOAc or NaO2CCF3) were tested, resulting in
the choice of Pd(O2CCF3)2 as the palladium salt and pTSA as the acid.
This optimized protocol, using Pd(O2CCF3)2 (5%), DAF (6%), pTSA (1.5
equiv), indole 7 as the yield-determining reagent (0.4 mmol scale) and cyanamide 2 (1.5 equiv) in 1 ml of DMA at 100 °C for 18 hours, was used for further
investigation of the scope of the reaction.

5.3 Investigation of the Scope of the Reaction
A protocol for the isolation of the 3-amidinoindoles produced in this reaction
had to be established, and unfortunately the previously used strategy in Papers
I-II186,191 of an extractive workup to get the pure product was not viable. Normal-phase chromatography on silica or aluminum oxide did not afford pure
product. Fortunately, the use of a reverse-phase C18 column on an automated
flash chromatography system proved to be a working strategy, affording the
pure amidine after basification and extraction of the combined fractions.
With a working protocol for the isolation of the product of the reaction, the
scope was investigated by varying the cyanamide partner (Table 15).
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Table 15. Cyanamide scope

Isolated yield (>95% pure by 1H NMR). Reaction conditions:
Pd(O2CCF3)2 (0.02 mmol), DAF (0.024 mmol), 7a (0.4 mmol), cyanamide substrate 2a-i (0.6 mmol), pTSA (0.6 mmol), and DMA (1
ml) at 100 °C for 18 h. aIsolated yield (>90% pure by 1H NMR).
b
TFA in place of pTSA. R is an un-, mono-, or di-substituted amino
group.

Cyanamide (2b) gave 55% yield of the corresponding primary amidine 8b,
while the di-alkyl substituted 8a, 8c, and 8d were isolated in 73%, 78% and
52%, respectively. The dibenzyl derivative 8e and mono-substituted 8f was
isolated in 48% and 42% yield, respectively. The six-membered cyclic cyanamide substrates 1-cyanopiperidine and 1-cyanomorpholine both afforded the
corresponding amidines 8g and 8h in good yields (70% and 76%, respectively). Finally 1-cyanopyrrolidine furnished 8i in 29% yield.
The scope of the reaction with regards to the indole partner was also investigated, see Table 16.
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Table 16. Indole scope

Isolated yield (>95% pure by 1H NMR). Reaction conditions:
Pd(O2CCF3)2 (0.02 mmol), DAF (0.024 mmol), indole substrate 7b-7h
(0.4 mmol), cyanamide substrate 2 (0.6 mmol), pTSA (0.6 mmol), and
DMA (1 ml) at 100 °C for 18 h. aIsolated yield (>90% pure by 1H
NMR). R is a dimethylamino or diethylamino group.

Unprotected indole (7b) afforded 8j and 8k in 59% and 66% yield, respectively, from the reaction with dimethyl- or diethylcyanamide. 2-methylindole
afforded the corresponding amidine 8l in 74% yield, while 5-methoxy-2-methylindole gave 8m in 77% yield. The bulkier 2-phenylindole and 1-methyl2-phenylindole furnished 8n and 8o in 42% and 30% yield, respectively. 5methylindole gave 8p in 70% yield while the more electron-deficient substrates 5-bromoindole and 5-cyanoindole afforded a 35% and 24% yield of 8q
and 8r, respectively.
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5.4 Mechanistic Investigation
In order to better understand the reaction mechanism, and especially the role
of the ligand and acid additive, a mechanistic investigation was initiated. A
generic catalytic cycle is depicted in Figure 25 below, based upon the accumulated experience from paper I and paper II.186,191

Figure 25. Proposed mechanism for the palladium(II)-catalyzed addition of indoles
to cyanamides, exemplified with substrates 7a and 2c.

The reaction begin with the generation of aryl-palladium complex B from the
indole. Next coordination of the cyanamide gives complex C. 1,2-Carbopalladation of the coordinated cyanamide then gives the corresponding
imidamidate complex D, which releases the product upon protonation and regenerates the catalyst A.
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5.4.1 DFT Calculations
Based on the proposed catalytic cycle depicted in Figure 25 we performed
DFT calculations to further investigate the mechanism. The study is based
upon the use of substrates 7a and 2c. As a simplification, in place of pTSA,
TFA was used as the acid additive. TFA also gives a productive reaction, however with a decrease in yield, see Table 15, product 8c.
In order to investigate the reasons for the particular productivity of the catalytic system, both DAF and the less productive ligand bpy (see Table 14),
were included in the computational study.
The C-H bond activation was postulated to proceed by a concerted metalation-deprotonation (CMD) mechanism, and the DFT calculations indeed
indicated that the CMD step should proceed readily for both ligands (Figure
26). One observation from this comparison is that the DAF ligand strongly
disfavors κ2-coordination of TFA. The CMD step is according to the computational study completely reversible for both catalysts, this agrees with
deuterium incorporation studies for a similar study which has been reported
by Campbell et al.195 The difference in free energy of activation between DAF
and bpy for the CMD step is 6.3 kJ mol-1 in favor of DAF.
The next step, 1,2-carbopalladation of the cyanamide, also proceeds readily
for both ligands, with a small advantage for DAF of 12.6 kJ mol-1. Complex
XVI, after 1,2-carbopalladation of the cyanamide, has the product coordinated
in a bidentate fashion. Regeneration of the catalyst then requires displacement
of the product by an indole moiety and a trifluoroacetate ion, presumably initiated by protonation of the imidamidate XVI. This step is associated with a
significant difference in free energy of activation for the DAF and bpy ligands.
For DAF, the barrier for formation of the transition state TS-V is
51.9 kJ mol-1 (relative to XVI) while the bpy has a higher barrier of 68.2 kJ
mol-1. The pathway is depicted Figure 26, and involves a change in binding
mode of the ligand and a change in the square planar coordination of the palladium complex.
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Figure 26. CMD, 1,2-carbopalladation and protonation of XVI for catalysts with
DAF or bpy as ligands. Free energies of the complexes are given in kJ mol-1 in the
reaction profile.

The free energies of activation for the CMD, 1,2-carbopalladation and protonation of the imidamidate are all relatively low. XX is therefore the likely
resting state of the reaction. To regenerate the catalyst, one alternative to consider is a protonation of the amidine complex XX. A concerted mechanism
could thus be identified leading to complex XII (Figure 27).
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Figure 27. Catalyst regeneration. Free energies of the complexes are given in kJ
mol-1 in the reaction profile relative XIII.

The barrier for this step is quite high (172.8 and 154.4 kJ mol-1 relative XX
for DAF and bpy, respectively), and an alternative mechanism was thus considered. A concerted ligand exchange of the amidine for an indole moiety
would regenerate catalytic complex XIII, see Figure 27.
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This alternative mechanism has a lower free energy of activation (135.6 and
146.4 kJ mol-1 relative to XX, for DAF and bpy, respectively), compared to
the mechanism involving a concerted protonation and ligand exchange. Product release in neutral form is an endergonic process. However, taking into
account the acidic environment and protonating the product does give an exergonic process, thus accounting for the thermodynamic driving force of the
reaction.
Overall the DFT calculations support the proposed catalytic cycle. The calculations also show that DAF is slightly faster compared to bpy for all key
steps in the reaction. Although it may not fully explain the observed differences in the experimental outcome, it still supports that DAF should perform
better in this reaction. The DFT calculations also provide an explanation for
the acid dependency of the reaction, as the catalyst regeneration relies heavily
on this.
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6. Continuous-Flow Palladium(II)-Catalyzed
Desulfitative Synthesis of Aryl Ketones (Paper
IV)

6.1 Background
One specific application of the 1,2-addition to nitriles is the use of sodium
sulfinates or sulfinic acids as aryl-palladium precursors.44–46,66 These reagents
have recently been recognized as useful alternatives to aryl carboxylic acids
as aryl-palladium precursors. The limitations of the aryl carboxylic acids in
terms of the need for electron-rich substrates with substitutents ortho to the
carboxylic acid moiety are not present for the aryl sulfinic acid derivatives.
The reaction conditions used in previous investigations by our group45,66 constitute an interesting system to develop further for application in continuousflow conditions. Continuous-flow allows for a convenient and safe way to
scale up, or more accurately, scale out, a reaction. The main challenge in translating from batch to continuous-flow operation is the solubility of the starting
materials, as most pumps are not suitable for pumping mixtures with particles.
The use of a (non-resonant) MW applicator for the heating of the reaction
mixture in the system opens up for some exciting possibilities in terms of the
use of different reactor materials to vary the properties of the system.
The standard reactor material is borosilicate glass which is MW transparent. This means that the reaction mixture is directly heated by the MWs.
Combined with an IR sensor that can measure the temperature through the
reactor wall184 this constitutes a system with excellent control of the process.
However, with borosilicate glass, any MW induced superheating of potential
metal precipitate could lead to reactor failure. As the system is biphasic for
some nitriles the use of a borosilicate glass reactor with the IR sensor that can
measure the temperature of the actual reaction mixture also allows for direct
compensation in terms of applied MW power depending on which phase is
currently passing the IR sensor.
An alternative reactor material is the ceramic material silicon carbide. This
material readily absorbs MWs and can withstand high temperatures (thermally
and chemically resistant up to 1500 °C with a melting point of ~2700 °C).196
It has previously been suggested both as a passive heating element to enable
indirect heating by MWs of reaction mixtures with low tan δ values,163,196 as a
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MW reactor/vial material,164,197,198 and recently it has been applied as continuous-flow reactors for use with MW heating.178,181 The use of a silicon carbide
reactor would effectively mimic conventional heating of the reaction mixture.
A third alternative, in part combining the properties of the borosilicate glass
and silicon carbide reactors, is the use of aluminum oxide as a reactor material.
This material is ceramic and very thermostable – and MW transparent. It has
been extensively used in standard continuous-flow chemistry setups,199–202 although not, to the author’s knowledge, as a reactor material for MW heating.
Aluminum oxide reactors could thus enable direct MW heating with the added
benefit of being a more thermostable material than borosilicate glass.

6.2 Reactor Properties
A control experiment to verify the properties of the reactor materials in the
MW field was performed (Figure 28).
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80
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60
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20

1:1 THF/H2O

Benzene

0
0

60

120
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180

0

60

120
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Figure 28. Control experiment for the reactor materials

In the control experiment the heating profiles of the different reactors were
compared for two different solvents, namely benzene and a 1:1 THF/H2O mixture. These solvents have a large difference in their MW absorbing capabilities
(tan δ for benzene = 0.0014,203 THF = 0.047,162 and H2O = 0.122162) , and the
heating profile should thus differ between solvents for a given reactor, if the
solvent is heated rather than the reactor itself. The temperature is measured
with an Optris CSmicro 3M IR sensor for the borosilicate glass reactor which
enables direct measurement of the temperature of the reaction mixture at the
glass-liquid interface.184 For the silicon carbide and the aluminum oxide reactor an Optris CT IR sensor with a LT22 sensing head was used. This sensor
measures the temperature on the outer wall of the reactor.
The expected behavior of the different reactor materials with these solvents
was indeed observed. For the silicon carbide reactor which is MW absorbing
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the heating profile is very similar for benzene and THF/H2O as the reactor
itself is heated. For the borosilicate glass and the aluminum oxide reactor the
heating of the THF/H2O mixture is clearly faster than for benzene, as expected
given that the MW absorbing capabilities of the solvents should be a significant factor. The slower rise in temperature for the aluminum oxide reactor
compared to the borosilicate glass reactor can be explained by the difference
between the IR sensors (surface of the reactor or glass-liquid interface).

6.3 Optimization of Reaction Conditions
The catalyst system, acid additive and stoichiometry were taken from the earlier published protocols,45,66 and adapted slightly to better suit continuous-flow
processing by diluting the reaction mixture. Initial attempts using a model reaction between sodium 4-methylbenzenesulfinate and benzyl cyanide
produced a biphasic reaction mixture, which upon vigorous stirring gave an
emulsion suitable for processing. One stock solution with all reagents in one
flask was used rather than a setup with reagents separated into two or more
stock solutions. As the biphasic solution was pumped, the emulsion separates
into two phases, resulting in a segmented flow, see Figure 29.

Figure 29. Reaction mixture in reactor with applied MW heating. The background
has been removed digitally for increased clarity.
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The starting point of the optimization was thus a stock solution with 75 mM
of 9a (1.0 equiv), Pd(O2CCF3)2 (8%), 6-Mebpy (12%), 2a (5.0 equiv) and TFA
(10 equiv) in a 1:1 H2O/THF mixture. This solution is pumped through a
straight tube reactor. The reactor is 200 mm long, has an inner diameter of 3
mm and the MW field covers 120 mm of the reactor.
First a suitable temperature and flow rate was determined using a borosilicate glass reactor by screening different temperatures and flow rates (Table
17).
Table 17. Optimization of reaction conditions for the borosilicate glass reactor

a

Measured using an Optris CSmicro 3M IR sensor. b Time in the
MW irradiated zone of the reactor. c Isolated yield at 0.6 mmol scale
(>95% pure by 1H NMR spectroscopic analysis).

Purification of an aliquot by silica gel chromatography, corresponding to a 0.6
mmol scale of the reaction, furnished ketone 11a in 79% yield using the optimal conditions found during the screening shown in Table 17 (120 °C and a
flow rate of 1 ml/min, entry 4). This corresponds to an extrapolated production
rate of 4.3 mmol/h. The lower yield at a lower flow rate (entry 3) is likely due
to problems experienced controlling the temperature at lower flow rates,
which could arise from the different MW absorbing characteristics of the two
phases.
Next the three different reactors were compared by running the same reaction. The actual temperature of the reaction mixture differs somewhat
depending on the reactor and the sensor used (Optris CSmicro 3M IR sensor
for the borosilicate glass reactor and an Optris CT IR sensor with LT22 sensing head for the aluminum oxide and silicon carbide reactors).184 To account
for this three different temperatures (100, 120, and 140 °C) were tested for
each reactor and the condition that gave the best outcome by GC-MS analysis
was chosen for purification (Table 18).
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Table 18. Reactor comparison

a

Measured using an Optris CSmicro 3M IR sensor for the borosilicate glass reactor or an Optris CT IR sensor with a LT22 sensing head for the aluminum oxide
and silicon carbide reactor. b The heated zone is considered to be the zone covered
by the MW field for the borosilicate glass and aluminum oxide, or the full length
of the reactor for the silicon carbide reactor. c Time in the heated zone of the reactor. d Isolated yield at 0.6 mmol scale (>95% pure by 1H NMR spectroscopic
analysis).

The use of the silicon carbide reactor mimic conventional heating and the result (74%) is on par with the borosilicate glass and aluminum oxide reactors
that both allow MW heating of the reaction mixture (79% and 78%, respectively). The latter two were chosen for further investigation of the scope of the
reaction.
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6.4 Investigation of the Scope of the Reaction
The aryl sulfinate scope of the continuous-flow protocol was first investigated
with acetonitrile (10b) as the nitrile substrate, see Table 19.
Table 19. Aryl sulfinate scope

Three temperatures (100, 120, and 140 °C) were carried out and checked by GC-MS. The
optimal temperature was 120 °C for all reactions except for the one giving product 11c.
a
Temperature controlled with the help of an Optris CSmicro 3M IR sensor for the borosilicate glass reactor. Isolated yield at 0.6 mmol scale (>95% pure by 1H NMR
spectroscopic analysis). b Temperature controlled with the help of an Optris CT IR sensor
with a LT22 sensing head for the aluminum oxide reactor. Isolated yield at 0.6 mmol
scale (>95% pure by 1H NMR spectroscopic analysis). c Reaction run at 140 °C. d Determined by GC-MS analysis.

The borosilicate glass reactor gave slightly higher yields than the aluminum
oxide reactor. The yields are lower than what has been reported in batch using
similar conditions.66 Ketone 11e was reported as a somewhat problematic substrate, requiring lowering of the water content in batch.66 In this protocol, the
product could be isolated in good yield without any modifications to the protocol to avoid hydrolysis of the amide functionality. This might be attributed
to the very short time the reaction mixture spends in the heated zone (50 s).
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Table 20. Nitrile scope

Three temperatures (100, 120, and 140 °C) were carried out and checked by GC-MS. The
optimal temperature was 120 °C for all reactions. a Temperature controlled with the help
of an Optris CSmicro 3M IR sensor for the borosilicate glass reactor. Isolated yield at 0.6
mmol scale (>95% pure by 1H NMR spectroscopic analysis). b Temperature controlled with
the help of an Optris CT IR sensor with a LT22 sensing head for the aluminum oxide reactor. Isolated yield at 0.6 mmol scale (>95% pure by 1H NMR spectroscopic analysis).

The nitrile scope was then investigated with sodium benzenesulfinate (9b) as
the aryl sulfinate substrate (Table 20). The same trends were observed as for
the aryl sulfinate scope study, higher yields in general for the borosilicate glass
reactor with the exception of 11k, and lower yields in general than the batch
protocol66. Running three control reactions in batch mode (11b, 11g, and 11k)
with the same reaction conditions (10x dilution compared to the published
batch protocol)66 furnished similar yields to the continuous-flow operation
(53%, 55%, and 46% respectively).
It should further be noted that no reactor failure was observed for either of
the reactors tested.
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7. Synthesis of Sulfinates Using a Solid SO2
Source (Paper V)

7.1 Background
Sodium sulfinates have recently been recognized as versatile aryl-palladium
precursors. In the last decade several protocols employing these substrates
have been reported. Examples include Heck204–207 and Sonogashira208 type reactions, conjugate 1,4-addition,209,210 phosphonation211,212 and C-H arylation
reactions213–218. In addition, several reports on the use of sodium aryl sulfinates
for the 1,2-addition to nitriles have been published, including three by our
group.44–46,66
As sodium aryl sulfinates are not widely available commercially, many of
the substrates used in these protocols need to be synthesized. Methods of preparation include reduction of sulfonyl chlorides by sodium sulfite219 or
zinc,220,221 reaction of SO2 with organometal reagents such as Grignard222,223
or organolithium,224 Friedel-Crafts sulfination with sulfonyl chlorides,225 and
palladium-catalyzed coupling of diazonium tetrafluoroborates, hydrogen and
SO2.226 The protocol employing sodium sulfite as a reductant for the synthesis
of sulfinates is performed in water and is troublesome for synthesis of certain
more hydrophobic sulfinates. Many of the other strategies are hampered by
the toxic and corrosive nature of the SO2 gas. Fortunately a useful solid SO2
surrogate has been developed, 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane bis(sulfur dioxide) adduct (DABSO). 227,228 DABSO has indeed been employed with
organometallic reagents, generating the corresponding sulfinates.227,229–242
These protocols used the sulfinates as intermediates to give aryl sulfones,230–
232,235
arylsulfonyl alkynes233, sulfoxides,237 sulfonyl fluorides,240 or sulfona227,229,234,236,238,241,242
in one-pot fashion.
mides
A similar one-pot, two step approach to the synthesis of aryl ketones, starting from aryl bromides was attempted, however only trace amounts of the
ketone was observed along with significant disproportionation of the sulfinate.
Thus, development of a protocol for the synthesis and isolation of sodium sulfinates, based on the use of DABSO as a SO2 surrogate was initiated.
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7.2 Optimization of Reaction Conditions
A model reaction using commercially available Grignard reagent phenyl magnesium chloride in THF was conducted to verify the viability of the approach
and to work out a suitable purification procedure.
This model reaction gave near quantitative conversion of the starting Grignard reagent to the corresponding magnesium sulfinate. The purification was
not straight-forward however; extraction using 2M HCl gave a mixture of the
corresponding sulfinic and sulfonic acid. This is explained by a known reaction, disproportionation of sulfinic acids gives the corresponding sulfonic
acid.243,244 Switching to a literature protocol employing sulfuric acid instead
of HCl226 mitigated the problem with disproportionation, but subsequent purification by silica gel, aluminum oxide or reverse-phase chromatography gave
almost exclusively the corresponding sulfonic acid. Thus the product was isolated as the sodium salt by acidification with sulfuric acid followed by
extraction into diethyl ether, subsequent extraction of the organic phases with
a sodium carbonate solution followed by evaporation of the aqueous phase.
Finally, a solid-liquid extraction using ethanol gave the pure sodium sulfinate
(90% yield from commercial phenyl magnesium chloride in THF).
To access a wider range of sulfinates than what is available using commercially available Grignard reagents, the generation of the Grignard reagents was
optimized starting from a MW heated protocol.245
A protocol for the corresponding lithium reagents was also developed,
forming the lithium reagent at -78 °C in THF with n-butyl lithium. The addition of the lithium reagents to the DABSO suspension was performed at -78
°C except in cases where poor solubility of the lithium reagent at this temperature prohibited transfer. In these cases, the lithium reagent was allowed to
warm until transfer was possible.
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7.3 Investigation of the Scope of the Reaction
The scope of the reaction was first investigated with regards to synthesizing
the aryl sulfinates from the corresponding Grignard reagents generated from
aryl bromides. The results are presented in Table 21.
Table 21. Sodium sulfinates from Grignard reagents

Isolated yield (>95% pure by 1H NMR). Reaction conditions: 1) aryl bromide
(12, 2.0 mmol), Mg (4 equiv), and one I2 crystal in 2.5 ml dry THF under N2
atmosphere was heated by MW to 100 °C for 1 h. 2) the preformed Grignard
reagent is added to DABSO (0.5 mmol) at 0-4 °C and stirred for 3 h. 3) reaction
mixture allowed to reach room temperature, then extracted with a Na2CO3 solution (10% in water). a Starting from chlorobenzene. b Starting from
commercially available phenyl magnesium chloride. cStarting from iodobenzene.

Most aryl bromides gave the corresponding aryl sulfinate in good yield. Electron-poor substrates generally performed better, exemplified with 13b with a
p-methoxy substituent which was isolated in 48% yield while m-methoxy substituted 13c could be isolated in 85% yield. 4-bromobiphenyl gave 13j in 87%
yield, this sodium sulfinate was not accessible by reduction of the corresponding sulfonyl chloride. Using chlorobenzene for the generation of 13a gave
64% yield, while iodobenzene furnished 13a in 25% yield. For the iodobenzene, biaryl formation was observed from a competing Wurtz-Fittig type
reaction.246
Next the scope of the reaction using lithium reagents generated by treatment with n-butyllithium was investigated, see Table 22.
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Table 22. Sodium sulfinates from lithium reagents

Isolated yield (>95% pure by 1H NMR). Reaction conditions: 1) aryl bromide
(12, 2.0 mmol) in 2.5 ml dry THF under N2 atmosphere was cooled to -78 °C
and n-BuLi (1 equiv, 2.5 M solution in hexanes) was added slowly and then
stirred for 1 h. 2) the preformed lithium reagent is added to DABSO (0.5 mmol)
at -78 °C and stirred for 3 h. 3) reaction mixture is allowed to reach room temperature, then extracted with a Na2CO3 solution (10% in water). a Using t-BuLi
(1 equiv, 1.7 M solution in hexanes) instead of n-BuLi.

The yields are similar for the lithium reagents when compared to the corresponding Grignard reagents. Electron-poor substrates seem to be favored for
the lithium reagents as for the Grignard reagents. The trend seen for the Grignard reagents where 4-bromobenzotrifluoride performed better than 2bromobenzotrifluoride (91% and 75% of 13d and 13e, respectively, Table 21)
was reversed for the lithium reagents (48% and 99% of 13d and 13e, respectively, Table 22). The limited solubility of the aryl lithium reagent partly
explains the relatively low yield of 13j.
Generation of the corresponding lithium reagents from thiophene, furan,
and benzofuran was performed using t-butyllithium after initial attempts using
thiophene and n-butyl lithium gave a mixture of sodium thiophenesulfinate
and sodium n-butylsulfinate. The yields of the small and relatively polar thiophene and furan derivatives 13l and 13m was low (15% and 21%,
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respectively) due to problems with the workup. The more hydrophobic 13n
was isolated in 50% yield.
2-Bromo-thiophene treated with n-butyllithium gave sodium n-butyl-thiophenesulfinate (13o) in 68% yield by nucleophilic attack on the nbutylbromide formed upon lithiation.

7.4 Application in Palladium(II)-Catalysis
Finally, the previously unattainable (by sulfonyl chloride reduction) sulfinate
13j was tested in the palladium(II)-catalyzed 1,2-addition to acetonitrile to attain 4-acetylbiphenyl in 48% yield (Figure 30).

Figure 30. Palladium(II)-catalyzed 1,2-addition of 13j to acetonitrile. Isolated yield
(>95% pure by 1H NMR). Reaction conditions: Pd(O2CCF3)2 (8%), 6-Mebpy (12%),
were stirred in THF/H2O (1:1, 1.4 ml) for 1 min before addition of 13j (0.5 mmol),
acetonitrile (5 equiv) and TFA (10 equiv). The reaction was heated by MW to 100
°C for 1h.
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8. Concluding Remarks

The work presented in this thesis describes the development of palladium(II)catalyzed additions to nitriles and cyanamides; giving ketones and amidines.
In conjunction with these new methods, mechanistic investigations and new
continuous-flow methodology is presented. In addition, the development of a
synthetic route to sodium aryl sulfinates, which can serve as aryl-palladium
precursors, is described. The specific results and conclusions derived from
these studies are summarized below.
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In paper I the development of a palladium(II)-catalyzed addition reaction
using cyanamides to generate aryl amidines is described. Aryltrifluoroborates were used to generate the aryl-palladium species and in
combination with primary, secondary, and tertiary cyanamides this protocol represents a new and mild synthetic route to aryl amidines. An
arylboronic acid and a boronic acid pinacol ester were also productive using the same conditions.
With these positive results in hand a new protocol, described in paper II,
was developed that used aryl carboxylic acids as the aryl-palladium precursor. These substrates are challenging and the reaction required very
electron-rich substrates with at least one ortho substituent. Primary, secondary, and tertiary cyanamides were all productive, and the sterically
congested aryl amidines produced from this reaction are interesting products, not easily derived by other methods. A continuous-flow method was
also developed, producing the desired aryl amidine in excellent yield, corresponding to an output of 11 mmol/h.
The mechanism of the reaction was also investigated by the means of DFT
calculations in combination with ESI-MS studies of the reaction mixture.
This resulted in a plausible mechanism being suggested, supported by
these data.
Another type of aryl-palladium precursor, namely indole derivatives, was
investigated in paper III as a substrate in the palladium(II)-catalyzed addition to cyanamides. Relying on C-H activation to generate the arylpalladium species this class of substrates provides an atom-efficient strategy for the synthesis of 3-amidinoindoles. A variety of indoles were
productive with primary, secondary, and tertiary cyanamides. Mechanistic
investigation by DFT calculations provided a plausible mechanistic pathway.







Some trends can be discerned regarding the palladium(II)-catalyzed addition to cyanamides by examining papers I-III together. Primary,
secondary, and tertiary cyanamides all provide good results combined
with the different aryl-palladium precursors. Similar reactivity of the different cyanamide substrates is also observed through papers I-III.
Electron-rich and neutral aryl-palladium precursors work good in general,
while electron-deficient substrates generally gives low or no conversion
to the desired product.
In paper IV a continuous-flow method was developed for the synthesis
of aryl ketones by a palladium(II)-catalyzed desulfitative addition of sodium aryl sulfinates to nitriles. The developed protocol provided the
ketones in fair to good yields, showing the same disfavor of electron-poor
aryl-palladium precursors as was observed in papers I-III.
An additional point made in paper IV is that the use of an aluminum oxide
reactor was demonstrated, constituting a safer alternative to the standard
borosilicate glass reactor used for direct heating of the reaction mixture
by MW heating.
The use of the SO2 surrogate DABSO for the synthesis of sodium arylsulfinates was demonstrated in paper V. These substrates are of interest
in palladium(II)-catalysis as aryl-palladium precursors through a desulfitative process. Grignard and organolithium reagents are used as the
nucleophiles and the scope of the reaction is wide. The protocol constitute
a safe and convenient method for the synthesis of sodium arylsulfinates.
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